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Yakety Sax, the iconic theme song from 'The Benny Hill Show,' has
become synonymous with slapstick comedy and hilarious chases. Its
catchy melody and upbeat rhythm have made it a favorite of musicians and
audiences alike.

In this article, we will explore the history, composition, and cultural impact of
Yakety Sax, arranged for saxophone quartet. We will also provide a
detailed analysis of the music, including its harmonic structure, melodic
development, and rhythmic patterns.

History of Yakety Sax

Yakety Sax was originally written in 1963 by Boots Randolph, a
saxophonist from Nashville. Randolph was inspired to write the song after
hearing a similar melody on a radio show. He recorded the song with his
band, and it was released as a single in 1963.
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The song became a hit, reaching number two on the Billboard Hot 100
chart. It was also used as the theme song for 'The Benny Hill Show,' a
British sketch comedy show that aired from 1969 to 1989. The show's use
of the song helped to popularize it around the world.

Composition of Yakety Sax

Yakety Sax is a twelve-bar blues in the key of C major. The song is based
on a simple chord progression, which is repeated throughout the song. The
chord progression is as follows:

1. C major

2. G7

3. C major

The melody of Yakety Sax is based on a series of blues licks. A blues lick is
a short, improvised phrase that is often used in blues music. The licks in
Yakety Sax are played over the chord progression, and they help to create
the song's catchy melody.

The rhythm of Yakety Sax is based on a shuffle beat. A shuffle beat is a
rhythmic pattern that is characterized by a swung eighth note feel. The
shuffle beat in Yakety Sax helps to create a sense of movement and
excitement.

Cultural Impact of Yakety Sax

Yakety Sax has had a significant cultural impact. The song has been used
in numerous films, television shows, and commercials. It has also been



covered by a wide variety of artists, including James Brown, The Beatles,
and John Lennon.

Yakety Sax is often associated with slapstick comedy. The song's upbeat
rhythm and catchy melody make it a perfect accompaniment to the physical
comedy that is often found in slapstick routines.

Yakety Sax is also a popular song for marching bands. The song's simple
chord progression and repetitive melody make it easy for marching bands
to play. The song's upbeat rhythm also helps to create a sense of
excitement and energy during parades and other marching band
performances.

Analysis of Yakety Sax for Saxophone Quartet

Yakety Sax is a relatively simple song to play on the saxophone quartet.
However, there are a few things that saxophonists should keep in mind
when playing the song.

First, the saxophonists should make sure that they are playing the song in
the correct key. Yakety Sax is written in the key of C major, so the
saxophonists should use the following fingerings:

Soprano saxophone: C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C

Alto saxophone: G, A, B, C, D, E, F, G

Tenor saxophone: C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C

Baritone saxophone: F, G, A, B, C, D, E, F



Second, the saxophonists should make sure that they are playing the song
with the correct rhythm. Yakety Sax is a shuffle beat, so the saxophonists
should play the eighth notes with a swung feel.

Third, the saxophonists should make sure that they are playing the song
with the correct dynamics. Yakety Sax is a lively song, so the saxophonists
should play it with a strong, upbeat sound.

Finally, the saxophonists should make sure that they are playing the song
with the correct articulation. Yakety Sax is a syncopated song, so the
saxophonists should use a variety of articulation techniques, such as
tonguing and slurring.

Yakety Sax is a beloved song that has had a significant cultural impact. The
song's catchy melody, upbeat rhythm, and simple chord progression make
it a favorite of musicians and audiences alike.

The saxophone quartet arrangement of Yakety Sax is a great way to
experience the song's unique charm. The arrangement is relatively simple
to play, but it still captures the song's essential elements.

If you are a saxophonist, I encourage you to give the Yakety Sax
saxophone quartet arrangement a try. It is a fun and rewarding song to
play, and it is sure to be a hit with your audience.
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